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A realistic humanoid robot doppel-gänger of everyone!

My article from 21 March 2024 is becoming reality.

Now, you and everybody can have your own hyper-realistic robot-copy – including your
facial expressions and everything.

The  realistic  appearance  of  robots  in  the  video  (see  above)  is  today  –  imagine  how
indistinguishable robot copies of humans will be from real humans in a decade or two.

At  the  same  time,  Artificial  General  Intelligence  and  Artificial  Human  Emotions  are  being
developed. In not many years,  humanoid robots will  have intelligence beyond humans.
Robots will also register and handle your feelings, and have feelings and desires (objectives)
of their own. And robots can be employed by the government or others without you knowing
it.

The World of  Blade Runner,  of  “I  Robot” and other science fiction is  just  years around the
corner.
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